Advanced Absolute Value Sum and Difference Lesson

Solve the following problems.

1. \(|-58| + |-23 - 9| + 84 =

Step 1) Find the absolute value of all of the operations in the brackets.

\(|-58| + |-23 - 9| + 84 =

\[58 + 32 + 84 =

Step 2) Find the sum.

\[58 + 32 + 84 = 174

2. \(-67 - 8 + |-27| + |99| =

Explanation.

Step 1) Find the absolute value of all of the operations in the brackets.

\(-67 - 8 + |-27| + |99| =

\[-67 - 8 + 27 + 99 =

Step 2) Solve the problem left to right.

\[-67 - 8 + 27 + 99 =

\[-75 + 126 = 51
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